
Experience 450+ km in just one weekend – come rally in the Heartland

Entries limited to 60
a starting spot can be reserved by a payment of $200 inc tax, which would come off the entry fee

For further details contact Ivar - Ivar@rallysa.com.au or call 0418 834 311

One of the windfarm stages is on the ridge pictured here

AGL Rally SA – Rally of the Heartland – 1-2 June 2019 (TBC)

The Rally of the Heartland will return in 2019 – with naming rights sponsor, AGL Energy continuing, and featuring 

windfarm stages of up to approximately 40km. These are exciting, challenging and very technical stages that provide 

un-paralleled competition, and are unique in Australia.

It will be an over 450-kilometre competitive event based in the Hallett/Burra/Mount Bryan area, and one that is quite a 

bit “different” to what has gone before. It is planned for the 1st and 2nd June 2019 TBC, and the competition will run on 

just the Saturday, Saturday night and Sunday, self-contained within the weekend to minimise time away from home

The Event will be open to Classic Rally Cars (C1-C4) and other Rally Cars accepted as being suitable for the Event by 

the Organisers. Only Classics will be elegible to win outright. We also offer other categories that will cater for a broad 

range of competition opportunities, and we will make it as easy as possible to enter and process the requirements of 

scrutineering and documentation. We will run a very relaxed Rally

Quick Summary:

·	 Naming rights sponsor is AGL Energy.

·	 Longest wind farm stage is almost 40km. Long night stages in full darkness.

·	 Course Checker is Alpine Director Owen Polanski.

·	 Service Park is in the heart of Burra at Paxton Square – step out of your room into your service area. 

·	 This is a “blind” event. It is a road book only rally. 

·	 No local testing, no recce, no pace notes, tyres not mandated, no parc fermé.

·	 RallySafe is mandatory, all cars.

·	 Five MIVs will be in attendance, covering all stages accordingly.

·	 Regional scrutiny allowed/encouraged across the board, spot checks during event.

AUSTRALIA’S NEWEST EVENT FOR CLASSIC CARS



Experience 450+ km in just one weekend – come rally in the Heartland

A FEW TESTIMONIALS……. photos JOHN LEMM

A fantastic event combined with a balance of 
challenging and fast roads in a relaxed competitive 

atmosphere. Ideally suited to classic rally cars, for sure 
this event will be right up there as one of the future 

premier classic special stage rallies in Australia. Do it 
once and you’ll be hooked 

MARK NELSON (Bowes/Nelson)

Move over Victoria’s Alpine Rally, New Zealand’s Silver Fern - there’s a new Classic Rally on the block.

The magnificent roads were all smooth, flowing, fast & spectacular, especially the 20 plus kilometre stages through  
the wind farms. These stages were amazing!

If you have a classic rally car, this is “A Must Do Event” 
The roads are not car breakers, the event extremely well run, Over 440km of competitive, plus one of the most 
picturesque areas in Australia.

I urge everyone with a classic rally car, pencil in the date, June 1st & 2nd 2019 & enter Rally of The Heartland, in Burra 
South Australia. You won’t be disappointed. I will be there  MARK BEARD (Beard/Hill)

The event you arranged in 2017 
was great, one of the best 

The roads were superb and I  
prefer your roads to the Alpine

Love the officials just a bloody  
good all-round event 

We missed 2018, but we will be 
there in 2019 for sure

HILARY EVANS (Evans/Furnie)

David Officer summed it up for Victorian crews at the 
AGL Rally SA – Rally of the Heartland when he said, 

“rallying can be cruel sometimes”.

What started out with great promise for the Victorian 
crews in 2018 was not fulfilled at the end. Despite 
this, the event was fantastic and was a thoroughly 
enjoyable one. Competitors are rewarded with an 

event that is incredibly well run against some of the 
most spectacular landscapes Australia has to offer. I 

urge you to come and have a crack at this one. I know 
I will be back, determined not leave broken hearted. 

MICHAEL FORESHEW (Snooks/ Foreshew)
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